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Resistant weeds won’t resist the KELLY 12X: 
The Next Generation of shallow tillage.

Are you looking for a way to control resistant weeds 
in turn rows? Or fix irrigation ruts in the field? Or level 
wheel ruts in a dirt road? Or prepare a food plot at your 
hunt club? Or a hundred and one other potential uses 
for a next-generation year-round soil maintenance tool? 
What you’re looking for is the KELLY 12X.

Using the same technology as our game-changing 
Diamond Harrow, the Kelly 12X can smooth and level soil 
like nothing else. It works 12’ wide, digs about 2” deep, 
and does a great job drying out those hard-to-reach 
spots in wet rice fields.

The Kelly 12X handles wet fields, levees, farm roads, 
fallow ground - and it does it day after day, year after 
year. You can fit it with a wide range of Kelly Disc 
options, each with a unique design and purpose. It will 
control weeds, prepare a seedbed, level wheel ruts, and 
mulch crop residue. Even better, it does it all with a 60-
80hp tractor. 

There are no hidden costs with the Kelly 12X. With 
sealed bearings and a durable steel frame, it’ll outlast 
whatever you throw at it. Even if it doesn’t, you can rest 
easy with our world-class warranty program, which 
covers most ground-engaging tools for 50,000 acres of 
work.*

*see warranty policy for details

Shallow Depth, Deep Impact

Next-Gen Tillage

24 Months Warranty Cover

Easy-Pulling Versatility
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CUT WIDTH TRANSPORT 
WIDTH

TRANSPORT 
HEIGHT

TRANSPORT 
LENGTH

HORSEPOWER 
REQUIRED*

11’7” 14’10” 6’4” 30’10” 60-80
*depending on operating conditions

12X Owners Say:

“With the KELLY 12X 
we mow less, and we 

spray less.”

“We can now run 
faster on our levee 

roads while we check 
our wells.”

“We’ve replaced a 14’ 
mower and a tandem 
disc with the KELLY 

12X.”

Contact your local Kelly Dealer to learn more


